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our online store features a wide variety ofhome decor and vacation products from around the world. from hand-woven and hand-decorated ethnic textiles to eco-friendly bamboo rugs, have fun finding your next amazing purchase. we carefully curate each collection with equal attention to be sure you find the perfect accent to
complete your home. if you have not found the perfect piece for your home that will also be perfect for entertaining, our vacation collection is the perfect place to start. from our beaches and ski trips to our exotic vacations, we have everything you need to be prepared for the most memorable vacation. offered in a wide array of

styles, sizes and colors, the sofa you find at burkedecor.com can be used in any room of your home, from the living room to your master bedroom. with big or little space, and the ability to match any room colour or decor, finding the perfect sofa is easier than ever before. an important factor to consider when choosing a sofa is the
seat depth as this defines how far your legs or feet can sit on the sofa. some of the most well-known sofa styles include the following: this sofa style is more of a traditional sofa while still being modern and contemporary. the seating is usually on the face of the sofa, which makes it a mid-couch type style. the back is typically made up

of two or three cushions that can be stacked or collapsed with the other back cushions. the seat cushions are often in a different fabric, usually velvet or a plush cloth. this style of sofa is great for a family room, den or home office.
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